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ABSTRACT

Innovation in the course curriculum is a continuous process in the higher education system (HES). As the amount of published information growing with time at geometric progression, it is necessary to increase the depth and breadth of the HES curriculum of every course with time. Engineering education is one of the prominent areas in science & technology education, finding many opportunities and facing many challenges in the 21st century due to the accelerated advancement of technologies in many areas. Keeping students in pace with such developments and adopting such newly emerging areas of technology in the current curriculum is an essential requirement of the education industry’s progress. In this paper, we have proposed improvement in engineering education in India at the undergraduate level by means of six innovations to improve the depth, breadth, and vigorousness of the B.Tech. programme by suggesting a Student integrated development Framework in engineering based on STEAM-Employability Model with a focus on experimental learning. The six innovations proposed in this model upgrades the B.Tech. (Pass) programme into B.Tech. (Honours). The advantages, benefits, constraints, and disadvantages from students, institutions, and job offering industries point of view are analysed to check this model of B.Tech. (Honours) for its effectiveness in its objective of enhancing competency and employability of graduates to secure better employment.
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1. INTRODUCTION :

Higher education system (HES) has an objective of improving the knowledge, skills, experience, & ethics of students towards increasing their confidence to identifying and solving problems of the society through effective and contemporary education using a suitable teaching-learning model [1]. Innovation in course curriculum is a continuous feature in the higher education system. As the amount of published information growing with time at geometric progression, it is necessary to increase the depth and breadth of the HES curriculum of every course with time. This also involves in removing obsolete part of the curriculum without hesitation to give room for new and emerging issues in the course subjects. Upgrading HE curriculum by adding area based specific focus models like STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics), and STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts & design, and Mathematics) are the current trend in both secondary and college education system. It is believed that such an education model can prepare students all-rounder to face any challenges in their life and make them innovative in their working place. Apart from area-based specific focus during higher education which enhances knowledge and subject-specific skills, additional supporting skills like communication, proficiency in writing, generation of new ideas, enhancing competitiveness, preserving a vision in life, desire for learning and improvement in life, attitude towards life, respect for fellow-beings, self-control and such other qualities inculcate confidence and enhances leadership behaviour among the students to become winner in competitive society. These factors also enhance the employability of the students in industry specific areas where general skills and competency are essential for survival [2].
Engineering education is one of the prominent areas in science & technology education, finding many opportunities and facing many challenges in the 21st century due to the accelerated advancement of technologies in many areas of society [3-5]. Technology is considered as lifeblood of all developments and solutions to all problems related to basic needs, advanced wants, and dreamy desires of human being in the society. Keeping engineering students in pace with such developments and adopting such newly emerging areas of technology in the current curriculum is an essential requirement of the education industry’s progress. In this paper, we have proposed a new improved model on engineering education system of India which includes basically STEAM model with employment skills enhancement program (ESEP) subjects in every semester and earning IPR by every student as top-ups. This model proposes six innovations at the undergraduate engineering level to improve the depth, breadth, and vigor of the B.Tech. programme by suggesting a Student focussed integrated development (SFID) Framework. This integrated development framework in engineering education is based on STEAM-Employability Model with a focus on experimental learning. The six innovations proposed in this model with increased credits in every semester upgrades the conventional B.Tech. (Pass) programme into B.Tech. (Honours). The advantages, benefits, constraints, and disadvantages from students, institutions, and job offering industries point of view are analysed. Many recommendations are submitted based on the analysis to make this model of B.Tech. (Honours) more effective in its objective of enhancing competency, confidence, and employability of graduates to secure better job.

2. RELATED SCHOLARLY WORKS:

2.1 STEM Model as First School of Innovative Thought:
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) as integrated single subject in school education is becoming popular in many countries and now spreading its roots to higher education system. Apart from school education, if college level curriculum is planned with STEM subjects, the scientific thinking and innovative ability of students can be improved to make them smart graduates who can adopt technology in decision making and problem solving. In STEM curriculum model at college level, a student has to study science, technology, engineering, and mathematics subjects in each year (preferable in semester) to be competitive in order to get further opportunities. Identifying such subjects in a systematic combination to make effective STEM interconnected model is the challenge for educators. Table 1 contains some of research papers published during the 21st century related to college education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>STEM Curriculum</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>STEM subjects for College education</td>
<td>College student pathways to the STEM disciplines</td>
<td>Engberg, M., (2013) [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Facilitating change in undergraduate STEM education</td>
<td>STEM for Change in knowledge &amp; skills</td>
<td>Beach, A. L., (2012) [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The potential of technology education</td>
<td>STEM education</td>
<td>Wells, J. G. (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 STEAM Model as Second School of Innovative Thought:
An improvement in STEM is argued by many researchers in education to make students as all-rounders. As per this argument, apart from learning for knowledge, skills, and experience which are specific for a given industry, student should also enhance their creative thinking and design abilities by involving in art and design related trainings. Hence a new model which integrates STEM with Arts & Design subjects is proposed. Based on studies it is realized that such a transdisciplinary STEAM model is the current requirement to enhance the creative thinking abilities among engineering graduates. Table 2 reviews some of the papers published related to STEAM education model.

Table 2: Published papers related to STEAM education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>STEAM Curriculum</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>STEAM education</td>
<td>Development of a theoretical model</td>
<td>Kim, Sung-Won, et al. (2012) [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Development and application of STEAM teaching model</td>
<td>Based on the Rube Goldberg’s invention</td>
<td>Kim, Y., (2012) [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A study of teaching-learning methods for the IT-based STEAM education model</td>
<td>With regards to developing people of interdisciplinary abilities</td>
<td>Kim, J. A., (2011) [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rethinking STEM education</td>
<td>An interdisciplinary STEAM curriculum</td>
<td>Madden, M. E., (2013) [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transitioning STEM to STEAM</td>
<td>Reformation of engineering education</td>
<td>Watson, A. D., (2013) [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>From STEM to STEAM</td>
<td>Toward a human-centred education</td>
<td>Boy, G. A. (2013) [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>An analysis on STEAM education teaching and learning program</td>
<td>On technology and engineering areas</td>
<td>Ahn, J., (2013) [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>STEAM teaching practices</td>
<td>Developing a conceptual model</td>
<td>Quigley, C. F. (2017) [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>STEAM Education</td>
<td>Study on the current status</td>
<td>Park, H., (2016) [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>STEAM as social practice</td>
<td>Cultivating creativity in transdisciplinary spaces</td>
<td>Guyotte, K. W., (2014) [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>STEAM Education through Case Studies</td>
<td>Examination of the Practical Model</td>
<td>KIM, J. W. (2015) [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>From STEM to STEAM</td>
<td>Students’ beliefs about the use of their creativity</td>
<td>Oner, A. T., (2016) [30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Improving Competency through Employability Skills Enhancement Model:
Competency means ability or capability to do things effectively and performance is the proof of competency. The objective of higher education is to impart competency to the learners and the presumption is that those who undergo higher education have acquired competency. But based on many studies, it is evident that a major portion of engineering graduates have lack of competency to be employed. This problem can be resolved by means of offering special training on employability
skills enhancement during the engineering course by adopting such training in the college curriculum. Many research papers published on such industry oriented employability skills to be inculcated with the students to transfer them as employable graduates. A review on some of the papers on employability skills enhancement based education is given in Table 3.

Table 3 : Published papers related to Employability skills enhancement based education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>ESEP Curriculum</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Career management skills</td>
<td>Enhancing graduate employability</td>
<td>Bridgstock, R. (2009). [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Employability skills in higher education</td>
<td>Various methods in order to promote employability skills in HE</td>
<td>Asonitou, S. (2015). [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Engineering employability skills required by employers</td>
<td>In Asian countries</td>
<td>Zaharim, A., (2009) [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Recognizing the enhancement of graduate attributes and employability</td>
<td>Through part-time work while at university</td>
<td>Muldoon, R. (2009). [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bridging the gap between degree programme curricula and employability</td>
<td>Through implementation of work-related learning</td>
<td>Hills, J. M., (2003) [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Defining and measuring employability</td>
<td>Measurement ideas</td>
<td>Harvey, L. (2001). [38]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. OBJECTIVES :

This paper is a conceptual suggestion based proposal to convert B.Tech. (Pass) course into B.Tech. (Honours) with the following objectives :

(1) To study emerging models in undergraduate engineering programmes and emerging technologies in the 21st century to be incorporated in the curriculum of undergraduate engineering programmes.
(2) To propose employability and research oriented curriculum in engineering education based on emerging technologies.
(3) To suggest an innovative curriculum scheme based on STEAM and employability skill enhancement Program (ESEP) papers along with a focus on research in the improved model.
(4) To analyse such improved Honours degree in engineering by identifying its advantages, benefits, constraints, and disadvantages from students, institutions, and job offering industries point of view.
(5) To provide recommendations based on the analysis to make this model of B.Tech. (Honours) more effective in its objective of enhancing competency and employability of graduates to secure better employment.

4. EMERGING MODELS IN UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING EDUCATION :

4.1 New Models in Engineering Education :

Autonomy for higher education institutions supported many innovations in course identification, course design, course pedagogy, student services, examination, and evaluation systems. Engineering education, being a prominent field in higher education, became witness in such innovations. Many student centric models are offered in engineering education during last few years mostly by autonomous and private universities. Some of such successful models which attracted many students are as follows :
(1) Industry Integrated B.E./B.Tech. Programs:
These courses are designed to train students for specific industries. The curriculum of such courses is designed by involving experts from such industries along with academicians. Such courses will have more practical components in the form of industry specific projects and industry based internships.

(2) Super speciality B.E./B.Tech. Programs:
These courses are designed to train the students in emerging engineering and technology areas to full fill the requirements in future industries. These emerging areas usually falls under General purpose technologies which offers huge job opportunities in future days in many industries.

(3) Skill focussed B.E./B.Tech. Programs:
These courses focus on developing some specific skills along with the general requirements of engineering knowledge, skills, and experience. Usually, these courses have components which are taught by a specific set of professionals or consultants who have proprietary knowledge in that area.

(4) B.E./B.Tech. Programs with Multi-continent exposure:
In this model, students are exposed to different educational environment by taking them to three to four continent. The students get multi-cultural, multi-teaching- learning atmosphere, along with multi-country industry exposure. Student will study foreign language, and the attitude of other country people due to their immersion in different country environment. The social and technological scenarios will modify the critical and creative thinking abilities to contribute differently to their future organizations.

(5) Integrated Dual degree during B.E./B.Tech. Programs:
In this model, a student registers for two university degrees simultaneously either at the same institution or at different institutions of same university or some times of different universities. This model allows a student to study two degrees in different subject areas simultaneously so that the precious time resource can be utilized effectively. Such studies may be of two different undergraduate programmes as parallel programmes in different disciplines or two sequential programmes as undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in a single discipline.

(6) Research focussed B.E./B.Tech. Programs:
Undergraduate degree programmes in engineering can be made innovative and more intensive by integrating research components in one or more semesters so that along with conceptual and practical studies, students are compulsorily involved in research and publications along with the faculty members so that students are exposed to systematic innovative thinking and analysis.

4.2 Emerging Technologies to be Incorporated in Engineering Education:
The future education is mostly driven by technology and hence customizable. In this century, education sector, being a part of the service industry is also going to witness the fourth industrial revolution (IR 4.0) with the features of mass customization, personalization, and student centric approach. The technology based disruptive model of education is going to be a driving force of future education at both school and college levels. The engineering education also be accessed via following nine trends [x] which include (1) ubiquitous education model, (2) personalized learning model, (3) choice based pedagogy model, (4) project & experimental based learning model, (5) field based learning through internship, (6) data interpretation skills, (7) competency based evaluation model, (8) teachers as facilitators & guides during learning process, and (9) student-self designed curriculum model. These trends of education 4.0 can be realized using various emerging technologies under the umbrella of ICCT (Information communication and computation Technology) and nanotechnology.

The various emerging technologies which have an impact on teaching – learning and various industrial applications [39-42] are:

(1) Artificial Intelligence: Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science which focuses on the creation of intelligent machines which can mimic the decisions of human beings. The primary objective of AI technology is to develop machines which can think and do things better than human
beings. The main functions of artificial intelligence machines are to recognize the environment such as speech recognition, Learning, Planning, Problem solving, and hence decision making. Artificial intelligence machine mimics cognitive functions of human beings associated with other human minds, such as learning & memorising and decision making for problem solving. ICCT has created a platform for AI to be introduced and developed for adding intelligent thinking components in electronic systems used in any industrial sectors. Artificial intelligence has its applications in almost all industries in the primary sectors, secondary sectors, tertiary sectors, and quaternary sector.

(2) Machine learning: Machine Learning is the learning in which machine can learn by its own without being explicitly programmed. It is an application of artificial intelligence that provides the system with the ability to automatically learn and improve from experience. Machine learning is based on the idea that we can build machines to process data and learn on their own, without our constant supervision.

(3) Robotics: Robotics technology deals with the study of design, construction, operation, and application of computerized robots and their control, sensory feedback, and information processing abilities. Robotics technologies are useful in developing machines that can replicate and substitute human actions.

(4) Internet of things: It is a network of various electronic, computing, and optical devices/objects including human beings connected virtually by means of internet or intranet for enabling them to send and receive data and information. These objects are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and are capable to transfer data and information over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction by using IoT technology. Such a connection of physical things/objects through the Internet allows to access remote sensor data and to control the physical devices connected to it from a distance. The data captured from such sources, can create new synergistic services which will be superior to such services provided by an isolated embedded system. Internet-of-Things (IoT) is not in any new disruptive technology but is the pervasive deployment and innovation of ICCT.

(5) Autonomous vehicles: An autonomous vehicle can guide itself without human control. This kind of vehicle has become a concrete reality and may pave the way for future systems where computers take over the art of driving. An autonomous car is also known as a driverless car, robot car, self-driving car or autonomous vehicle. An autonomous vehicle is an application of artificial intelligence and machine learning in automobile engineering.

(6) Bio and nanotechnology: Bionanotechnology is a branch of nanotechnology which uses biological starting materials, utilises biological design or fabrication principles or is applied in medicine or biotechnology. For example, nanoparticles can serve as probes, sensors or vehicles for biomolecule delivery in cellular systems.

(7) 3-D printing: 3D printing is an ICCT application where various materials are joined or solidified using various processes under the control of the computer to create a three-dimensional object. In 3D printing, an object is created by laying down successive layers of material until the object is created. 3D printing can be divided into metal, fabrics, bio and a whole host of other industries with many applications in many industries worldwide. 3D printing is a variant of ICCT general purpose technology and has wide scope in various industrial automation and home automation processes. 3D printing technology is expected to revolutionise the material fabrication processes. 3D printing comprises of many other technologies along with ICCT. Some of the 3D printers make use of nanomaterials and nanocomposites for anything, anywhere manufacturing.

(8) Material science for energy Storage: Sustainable materials are the key requirement of many advanced energy technologies including solar cells, batteries, fuel cells, and catalysis. There is a large demand for cost-efficient methods for energy storage and conversion in the society and hence it has become imperative to accelerate the rate at which energy-related materials are developed. Material scientists are developing various materials which show improved properties like smart materials, superconductors, nanomaterials, polymers, etc.

(9) Quantum computing: High speed computers based on optical signal switching and optical signal processing are expected to breakthrough with their full potentials and capabilities using optical logic gates and flip-flops fabricated by nanocomposites are expected to breakthrough in this century. High speed computation and data storage using nanotechnology based optical/quantum computers are going to revolutionize the entire computer industry. Optical computation is joining both general purpose technologies of Nanotechnology and ICCT through the processes of design & production as well as
operation & applications respectively. Various optical principles like photo-refraction, optical spatial solitons, and optical logic gates are under considerations for building all-optical computers.

(10) Business Analytics: The emerging subfield of ICCT named big data and business analytics focus on handling huge amount of data continuously generated in any business or data capturing process and analyses it using various quantitative analytical techniques and mathematical models to study the pattern and descriptive information, predictive information, and prescriptive information for supporting the decision makers to take optimum decisions to the problems related to future aspects of the business. Predictive analytics in various functional areas like Marketing analytics, Retail Analytics (Customer Analytics/ Supply Chain Analytics), Pricing Analytics, Financial analytics, Social media analytics, sports analytics, and Healthcare analytics are finding importance in the business environment for effective decision making. Further Prescriptive Analytics for optimizing the decisions with multiple objectives/ portfolio analytics, optimizing complex decisions/ sales force analytics, and Retail Analytics etc are also have futuristic impact on effective business decisions.

(11) Cloud Computing: Cloud computing is one of the advances in computer technology and is uses information communication technology as well. Due to the ubiquity of cloud computing facility with flexibility in scaling it has become an important topic of research and provides the value for computing processes in the business. The cloud computing model also provides a most important application called Business Intelligence (BI) for effective decision making in business processes via the Internet. Cloud computing model provides its clients with both hardware as well as software to process the data and information online as a rental service. Cloud computing model has three variations as Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) to provide ubiquitous computing service solutions to the business. The cloud computing solution used by any business will allow companies to reduce their investment cost, maintenance cost, and hence business cost without compromising to have access to BI solution which will give the business an edge on their competition.

(12) Blockchain Technology: Blockchain is basically a growing list of records containing data or information, called blocks, which are linked using a secured technique called cryptography. Every such block contains a cryptographic hash code of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data. By design, a blockchain is resistant to modification of the data. Blockchain gives the history of currency transaction and hence its spending pattern. Blockchain technology is widely used by cryptocurrency transactions. The discovery of the blockchain technology for bitcoin made it the first digital currency to solve the double-spending problems without the need of a trusted authority. Blockchain technology has potential applications in digital currency technology and secured transactions.

(13) Online education technology: Online educational technology supports learning from distance so that a person can earn educational credentials and improve his performance by creating, using and managing appropriate technological processes and resources using internet and multimedia technologies. Online educational technology is the use of both physical hardware and educational theoretic along with wireless systems and internet. This technology has huge amount of applications in many kinds of services in almost all industry sectors for training and development.

(14) Virtual & Augmented Reality: Virtual reality is an artificial environment that is created with the help of computer-based software and presented to the user in such a way that the user suspends belief and accepts it as a real environment. On a computer, virtual reality is primarily experienced through two of the five senses: sight and sound. Currently, the virtual reality is mainly developed and used in simulated training and education as well as the simulated game environment. But it may further find its applications in many other areas including business as augmented reality and may enter the group of general purpose technology.

These emerging technologies have many applications in engineering industries. Having knowledge and learning such technologies is essential for undergraduates during their studies so that such exposure

5. EMPLOYABILITY & RESEARCH ORIENTED CURRICULUM BASED ON EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES:
Engineering graduates are expected to have certain minimum knowledge, skills, and experience as their graduate attributes to identify problems, design solutions, and develop processes and products with new innovative features in industries. Creativity, design thinking, problem solving, self-motivation, positive attitude towards professional challenges, working culture, team work and leadership qualities are essential traits to be successful in getting good job and further promotions. Engineering colleges should focus on planning and implementing such education model which can offer essential employability skills to their students. Some of major employability skills for engineering graduates are in table 4 along with their description and method of acquiring.

Table 4: Major Employability skills required for Engineering graduates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Employability skills</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Method of gathering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Effective Communication skills</td>
<td>Communication of information in understandable manner and in right time</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Team work skills</td>
<td>To increase the performance of the team</td>
<td>Target based group projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Problem solving skills</td>
<td>Use a combination of intuition and logic to come up with right solutions at right time</td>
<td>Experimental learning based laboratory courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data interpretation &amp; Numerical competency</td>
<td>To measure an individual’s ability to interpret and manipulate data, which is required in most industry roles</td>
<td>Skill labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Leadership skills</td>
<td>How to analyze, how to synthesize, and evaluate situations to make sound decisions</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Technology skills</td>
<td>Technology awareness</td>
<td>Technology adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Self-awareness &amp; Competency in specific engineering discipline</td>
<td>Re-defining the goal &amp; SWOC analysis</td>
<td>Competitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Attitude &amp; responsibility towards work</td>
<td>Accountability in overall performance</td>
<td>Workshops &amp; Field works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Innovative &amp; creative thinking</td>
<td>Research based new knowledge creation</td>
<td>IPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Design thinking</td>
<td>Product and Design &amp; simulation</td>
<td>Self designed courses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. B.TECH. (HONOURS) MODEL WITH STEAM & EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS FOCUS:

Based on focus group analysis, we have gather ideas and concepts to improve engineering curriculum with above requirements of new knowledge, new skills, new experience through hard and dedicated learning model which is based on STEAM, Employability enhancement features, creating intellectual properties and industry oriented internship for the 21st century education Industry 4.0 version. The findings are postulated as follows:

(1) Semesters with increased subjects & Credits (from 6 to 9 subjects & from 20 Credits to 25 Credits).
(2) Redesigning the Subjects in each Semester as per STEM/STEAM model wherever possible with emerging technologies.
(3) Increasing Experimental/lab based learning (EL) part in each semester so that equal importance is given to theory and practicals.
(4) Introducing employability skills enhancement papers (ESEP) in each semester from Industry Experts.
(5) Focussing on IPR awareness and Patent analysis in every student’s specialized area.
(6) Mini projects introduced in every semester for team work experience, Main project in specialized area through six months industry internship, and Compulsory IP generation through Copyright/Patenting/International Journal Publication of the internship based project.

The above postulates are identified as integrated student development framework in engineering based on STEAM-Employability Model with a focus on experimental learning and IPR generation. The model is also represented in the form of a block diagram as shown in figure 1.

![Integrated Student Development Framework for effective engineering education](image)

Fig. 1 : Integrated Student development Framework for effective engineering education

The ideas and concepts to improving engineering curriculum with above requirements of new knowledge, new skills, new experience through hard and dedicated learning model which is based on STEAM (Science, technology, Engineering, Arts & Design, and Mathematics), Employability skills enhancement program (ESEP) features, creating intellectual properties, and industry oriented internship.

7. COMPARISON OF B.TECH (HONOURS) MODEL WITH B.TECH. (PASS) MODEL :

The newly proposed integrated student development model (ISDM) is compared with the traditional undergraduate engineering model of many universities in India and the comparative features are listed in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>B.Tech. (Pass)</th>
<th>B.Tech. (Hons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Less number of papers per semester (6 to 7)</td>
<td>More number of papers per semester (8 to 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>About 18 to 20 credits per semester</td>
<td>25 credits per semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SEM Model</td>
<td>STEAM Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Less lab based experiments papers</td>
<td>Equal number of theory and laboratory papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No focus on Employability Skill Enhancement in each semester</td>
<td>Two Employability Skill Enhancement Papers (ESEP) in each semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>University centric Examination system</td>
<td>Student centric Examination system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>No projects in every semesters</td>
<td>Teamwork based projects in every semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No IPR training to motivate students for new knowledge creation</td>
<td>Compulsory IPR training in fourth semester to create awareness about patent &amp; copyright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No papers and training on patent analysis</td>
<td>Training and involvement of students on existing patents analysis in their special subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No compulsory project work based on full semester internship</td>
<td>Compulsory project work based on full semester internship and compulsory patent application filing/journal publication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**8. ABCD ANALYSIS OF STEM & ESEF B.TECH. (HONS) MODEL:**

Out of many analysis frameworks developed to analyse a system, concept, ideas, models, or strategies, ABCD analysis framework is an effective and simple framework which analyse the usage of the system/model, factors affecting the system/model, and deep insight into the system/model through identifying critical constitutional elements (elemental analysis) [43-46]. The variation in ABCD analysis called ABCD listing is a qualitative discussion method. ABCD listing consists of a listing of advantages, benefits, constraints, and disadvantages of the usage of the system/model [47-63]. Here, we have listed the advantages, benefits, constraints, and disadvantages of Integrated student development model leading to B.Tech. (Hons) in the engineering education system are listed below:

**8.1 Advantages:**

1. Students are exposed to more advanced and emerging topics with enhanced subjects and credits in each semester.
2. The subjects are identified in initial semesters using STEAM model. This will enhance their comprehensive and specific knowledge on basics and supportive subjects. The inclusion of arts and design topics in the curriculum supports the students to think creatively for effective design and implementations of engineering solutions in the industry.
3. Increased laboratory based subjects in each semester enhance the flavour of experimental learning so that students involve in developing practical solutions to the problems related to their studies and gather hands-on experience.
4. Additional employability skills from industry leaders enhances the competency of the students where students are trained to improve communication skills, problem solving skills, data analysis skills, reasoning skills, teamwork skills, numerical competency, design thinking, etc. This will also improve their confidence in facing real-life challenges.
5. One of the important features of this integrated student development model is setting a target to generate IPR by a student before completing the course either in the form of patent or copyright of their projects by creating awareness on IPR. Patent analysis on their specialization subjects during different semesters so that students will eventually develop ideas on new process or new products.
6. The training provided on the importance and procedure of developing and registering IPR during the course will educate and motivate every student to come out with a patent/copyright or a journal publication which is an essential requirement of the course completion certificate so that whenever there is a compulsion, students will work hard and reach their goal which can effectively differentiate them from other University students.

**8.2 Benefits:**

1. Increased number of papers per semester : Enhanced knowledge in many subjects
2. Increased credits per semester : More credits and more marks
3. STEAM Model : Enhanced creativity & design thinking
4. Increased laboratory papers : learning through experiments
5. ESEP papers in every semester : Enhanced employability skills and better job
6. Teamwork based projects in every semesters : Leadership, communication and teamwork skills
(7) Compulsory IPR training : Awareness about IPR
(8) Patents analysis & publication : Idea on patent development & drafting
(9) Compulsory patent application filing/journal publication based on internship project : IPR/Scholarly publication in student name.

8.3 Constraints :
(1) More resources like teaching faculty, Experimental laboratory facilities are required.
(2) Additional subjects on Arts & design have to be taught.
(3) Industry experts are required for ESEP.
(4) Students have to spend more time in training activities.
(5) Training on IPR and patent analysis need experts.
(6) Continuous motivation and support to the students for developing patentable/ scholarly article based on project internship.

8.4 Disadvantages :
(1) Costly for the institution and hence for the students
(2) More time consuming for stakeholders
(3) Only interested and challenge seeking students will opt for the course so that there may be less admission to the course.
(4) Developing the system for implementation takes time.

9. CONCLUSION :
An innovative, effective, efficient new model in engineering education is proposed. This Integrated student development model based on STEAM, ESEP & IPR features enhances the weightage of conventional B.Tech. (pass) course and elevate it to highly employable based on enhanced competency in concerned engineering subjects called as B.Tech. (Hons). It is predicted that B.Tech. (Hons) graduates have better capability to work and solve problems in the industry due to their enhanced knowledge, skills, experience, and confidence. Such innovations in existing higher education courses are essential to ensure that the graduates studied in such courses are useful for society to contribute to their specialized fields.
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